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ABSTRACT
Security is a very important aspect for Web Service technol-
ogy. There are a large number of works devoted to security
of Web Service transactions. However, we argue that secu-
rity must be guaranteed for data processing (after transmis-
sion) as well. These requirements must be negotiated with a
client and inserted into the agreement between a client and
a contractor. The problem is that a client and a contractor
have different views on how these requirements should look
like. We propose a methodology which binds these views
and describes a process for selection the security configura-
tion that helps to achieve negotiated level of protection.

1. INTRODUCTION
Web Services is a rapidly emerging technology which has
been developed to simplify business-to-business integration.
It has a great potential to facilitate IT business outsourcing,
when processing of an IT work package is delegated to an
external organization. One of the important issues for Web
Services is to shift relationships between involved parties to
contractual ones. The first step in this direction is an un-
ambiguous and clear definition of a Service Level Agreement
(SLA) between a client and a contractor reflecting desired
Quality of Service (QoS) (e.g. performance, maintenance).
For this purpose XML-based specifications WS-Agreement
[1] and SLAng [12] providing templates to describe QoS were
proposed.

We would like to focus reader’s attention on security require-
ments which should be inserted in the agreement. According
to established standards (WS-Security [2], WS-Security Pol-
icy [6]), security requirements for Web Services are specified
as policies which must be fulfilled in order to get access to
the service. WS security standards do not mention data
protection after transmission. The data may be corrupted
during processing on contractor’s server because of careless
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security management (e.g. data can be stored in a server
without a properly configured antivirus). We argue that
SLA must be extended with the section of an agreement
that contains security requirements, which is called Protec-
tion Level Agreement (PLA). Similarly to QoS, we define
Quality of Protection (QoP) as a set of security requirements
a PLA guarantees. For more details we refer the reader to
our previous work [10].

In this paper we provide a methodology for the aggregation
of security requirements. It helps to select the most suitable
security configuration according to a contractor’s business
process and different levels of trust between involved part-
ners. The proposed methodology captures and binds se-
curity requirements useful for contractors with ones under-
standable by clients. Supported by a reasoning algorithm
the methodology will be able to evaluate possible security
system configurations. It will allow the contractor easily re-
calculate his QoP if a partner or his trust level has been
changed or small system reconfigurations made.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define
a problem which emerges because a client and a contractor
have different viewpoints on PLA. In Section 3 we propose
our methodology where we: provide a strategy for QoP hy-
pergraph contraction (Subsections 3.1), define a propagation
function for the hypergraph (Subsection 3.2), decompose se-
curity services and link them with QoP hypergraph (Subsec-
tion 3.3) and briefly discuss how the algorithm for root QoP
calculation should be implemented (Subsection 3.4). In the
last section conclusions and future work are outlined.

2. PROBLEM
The crucial point in PLA negotiation is the identification
of metrics which describe the level of protection. We have
found useful to divide all metrics into two types:

• Internal metrics describe security qualities used by a
contractor to achieve a high level of security.

• External metrics are negotiated with the client to show
that her security requirements are addressed.

Some examples of internal metrics are: time between up-
dates, length of passwords, percentage of compliance with a
standard [7]. Possible examples of external metrics are num-
ber of successful attacks on client’s data confidentiality [4]
and mean time to intrusion affecting client’s data [13].



The main problem is that internal metrics are not informa-
tive enough for a client because they do not state explicitly
how her assets will be affected by breaches in contractor’s se-
curity system. On the other hand, external metrics do not
tell the contractor how he should configure his system to
achieve the metrics. The contractor must map the external
metrics negotiated with client (PLA) to a functional secu-
rity SLA to receive concrete requirements for security system
configuration. In a sequel we will call the functional security
requirements as Qualities of Security Service (QoSS).

3. BINDING METHODOLOGY
We propose a methodology which helps a contractor to de-
termine a QoSS satisfying the PLA negotiated with a client.
In our methodology we use directed hypergraphs to capture
structure of contractor’s business process which determines
how security requirements are distributed among its activ-
ities. A directed hypergraph is a generalization of directed
graph where edges (or hyperedges) start from a set of nodes
(source nodes) end end at a single node (target node) [3].

In our methodology we assume that a contractor and a client
have negotiated a PLA using external metrics. We also as-
sume that a contractor has a business process (BP) writ-
ten in a hierarchical way. In other words, a provider de-
fines a high level (abstract) BP (BPh) where all activities
are connected with one structural pattern (i.e. “sequence”,
“switch”, “while”, “flow”). Then for each non-atomic ac-
tivity Ai a BP (BPAi) is determined. The decomposition
continues until atomic activities are reached.

3.1 Phase 1. Build a QoP hypergraph
In the first phase of our methodology a contractor breaks
down the requirements stated in the PLA into more fine-
grained ones according to the business process and repre-
sents them as a hypergraph.

Security requirements are identified for each activity of BPh

and connected with a top QoP node (PLA). We show this as
a hyperedge from the requirements for the activities to the
top QoP node for “flow”, “sequence”, “switch” and “while”
patterns. Then we repeat the process for each activity and
its sub-process. If design alternatives for the decomposition
exist they are represented as several hyperedges.

Different partners to whom some services (parts of the BP)
are outsourced have various level of trust. This fact also
impacts identification of target metric values. A contractor
may trust one partner that the defined metrics for the ac-
tivity will be achieved and not trust another one. We use
the following strategy to take this fact into consideration:
if the contractor does not trust a partner that some QoP
requirements will be achieved he should increase the esti-
mated bound of the external metrics. Now the contractor
may trust more the partner since the requirements is more
likely to be met. In the hypergraph a partner is represented
as an extra node between the target node and source ones or
simply as a node connected with the target node if the sub-
process for the outsourced activity is not known. If there
are several partners who fulfill the same activity we use one
hyperedge, when several alternative partners are connected
to the target node with several distinct hyperedges. The
algorithm for the process is shown in Figure 1. It takes a

set of business processes SBP and a set of activities A and
returns a QoP hypergraph H = (N, E) where N is a set of
nodes and E is a set of hyperedges.

Example 1. Let us consider the following e-banking sce-
nario. A holding company (customer) outsources task of
providing a loan to one of its subsidiaries (contractor). The
procedure is implemented using Web services. The subsidiary
specifies a business process shown on the left side in Figure 2.
The contract between the partners states that no more than
10 frauds may occur per one year of providing the service.
To determine if it can meet this requirement the subsidiary
first creates a QoP hypergraph as it is shown in Figure 2.
The defined process is not finite because there are several
design alternatives. First, the subsidiary has to select the
credit bureau it will invoke to receive trustworthiness rating
of a client. Second, the subsidiary may prepare a loan for
all clients in the same way, or to prepare a loan for ordinary
clients when the procedure for VIP persons is provided by a
special department. Note, that the alternatives are shown in
the figure as separate hyperedges leading to the same target
node. The process of VIP department is known because it is
under the subsidiary’s control while credit bureaus are black
boxes for the subsidiary.

3.2 Phase 2. Propagation function assignment
Now we define semantics for QoP hypergraph. For each hy-
peredge a weight that shows contribution of a source node
to the target one is assigned. Weights of edges connecting
partners with a target node specify the level of trust be-
tween the delegator and the delegatee. Since in our case
each source QoP node contributes differently to the target
QoP one we use intermediate nodes between source and tar-
get nodes. The weights are assigned to the edges which
connect source and intermediate nodes and the weights for
the edge between the latter and target nodes are neutral
(e.g., 1). We do not depict the nodes in the figures to avoid
unnecessary complexity.

For all nodes we assign a tuple 〈MQoP , fQoP 〉 where MQoP

is a vector of metric values which can be achieved if a spe-
cific QoSS is applied; fQoP is a propagation function which
computes a set of metric values MQoP of the target node
taking source nodes’ MQoP s and corresponding weights as
arguments: fQoP : 2W × 2MQoP 7→ MQoP . This function
is different for the four basic structural patterns but it is
defined in the same way for the same pattern. The func-
tions depend on type of requirements and we are going to
specify them in the future work. If an activity is outsourced
the meaning of the function is how security requirements are
changed according to trust level of the partner. These func-
tions are determined by security staff using their experience,
events history and modern trends.

3.3 Phase 3. Security services identification
and decomposition

In this phase a contractor identifies security services which
he has to provide to achieve requirements stated in the PLA.
First of all, security services which can be implemented or
which are already in place are determined. For each secu-
rity service a set of security service parameters (QoSS) is
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Figure 2: Building QoP hypergraph

Build QoP Hypergraph

input SBP , A
Add a new node QoP to N ;
New Branch(SBP , A, SBP [1], QoP );

//Start with BPh (SBP [1])
output N, E

New Branch

input SBP , A, BP, TargetQoP
for all activities A[j] in BP

Add a new node QoP to N ;
Add node QoP to SourceQoP ;

//set SourceQoP is a tail of an edge

if the activity A[j] is delegated then
for all alternative sets of partners Palt for A[j]
//for all edges connecting a set of

//partners Palt and target activity A[j]
for all partners p from set Palt

Add a new node QoP1 to N
Add node QoP1 to SourcePartner

//set SourcePartners is a tail of an edge

//connecting a set of partners and A[j]
for all alternative BPs SBP [k] of p for A[j]

//p may fulfill A[j] in different ways

New Branch(SBP , A, SBP [k], QoP1)
end
Add an edge from SourcePartner to
QoP1 in E

end
else

for all refining BPs SBP [k] for activity A[j])
New Branch(SBP , A, SBP [k], QoP )

end
end

Add an edge from SourceQoP to TargetQoP in E
end

output N, E

Figure 1: QoP hypergraph building algorithm

determined. These parameters are internal security metrics
of the service. Each compound service is decomposed in a
similar way as it is shown in the first phase, so at the end
we have a set of disjoint QoSS hypergraphs. A propagation
function is assigned to each QoSS node which denotes how
source security services contribute to the target one.

The contractor links potential security services with leaf
QoP nodes which can be achieved if the countermeasures
are installed (Figure 3). These links show if the counter-
measures help to satisfy a requirement (“+” mark) or deny
it (“-” mark). For leaf QoP nodes we assign a propagation
functions similar to the one for other QoP nodes. For those
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Figure 3: QoSS contribution.

leaf nodes which are delegated to other partners metric val-
ues can be taken from the corresponding PLAs. In case all
tasks are outsourced (the contractor is a Web Services or-
chestrator) the methodology will choose those partners with
which the overall process has the best protection level.

Example 2. In our example the security staff of the sub-
sidiary have defined the the following security controls to re-
duce number of frauds: authentication of the client, audit of
employees activity and separation of duty (to avoid approval



of the loan by the same person that proposes it). Note, that
for ”external rating check” activity metric values are taken
from PLAs of the credit bureaus.

3.4 Phase 4. A reasoning algorithm.
We apply a reasoning algorithm for testing different secu-
rity configurations and determination of the best one. The
contractor chooses a set of security services he is going to
provide and determines security parameters of the leaf QoSS
nodes. Using QoSS propagation function top security ser-
vices are derived. Then the metrics for each leaf QoP node
are calculated or determined according to PLAs for out-
sourced services. Now we have a classical problem of finding
the shortest hyperpath in a hypergraph for which efficient
algorithms have been proposed (e.g., [3]). Note, that these
algorithms can be used only for those metrics for which QoP
propagation functions are superior/inferior (e.g. number of
attacks per execution). In the future work we are going
to adopt the algorithms for other metrics (e.g., number of
attacks per month). Finally, we receive the best value of
the top QoP node. If the calculated protection level is less
than the one agreed in the PLA with a client then another
security configuration is tested. The process may be auto-
mated (to avoid manual correction of security parameters)
but this direction requires further investigation such as de-
finition of satisfaction function and security parameter cor-
rection mechanism.

4. RELATED WORK
There are a few papers which tackle the issue of security
requirements in business outsourcing. One of the first papers
discussing security SLA in a large enterprise is [9]. The
main idea is to check compliance the system with fifteen
security domains split into best practices. For each best
practice the security service level is determined and added
to the SLA (yet it does not consider outsourcing). Casola
et. al. [5] extend the security decomposition to compare two
SLAs or to find a security SLA which is the closest to the
desired one. A similar idea was applied to evaluation of Web
Service security by Wang and Ray [14]. Karjoth et. al. [11]
claimed that security requirements must be reflected in the
contract. Trusted Virtual Domains (TVDs) [8] are intended
to connect a number of remote trustable virtual processing
environments in one secure network. Security operational
policy (accord of PLA/SLA), which is obligatory for every
environment, are used. This technology can be applied to
client-contractor interaction when one side (most likely, a
contractor) allows another one to use its TVD.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work we have described the methodology which helps
a contractor to determine the security system configuration
that fulfills the requirements negotiated with a client. The
methodology binds internal security requirements useful for
a contractor with the external ones understandable by a
client. It also allows a contractor easily recalculate security
level if changes in a system configuration occur.

In future work we are going to define a propagation function
for three basic business process constructs. We are also go-
ing to implement the algorithm adopted for chosen functions
and test effectiveness and correctness of our approach.
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